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My Vocabulary Words 
Name _____________________________________    Date  _______________ 

Draw lines to match words. 
 stupendous for being in trouble  

 superb right answers 

 gracefully able dancer 

 kingly great 

 celebrate laugh and have fun 

 consequence acting like a leader 

 royal some time alone 

 privacy like the family of kings and 

queens 
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My Vocabulary Words 
Name _____________________________________    Date  _______________ 

Draw lines to match words. 
 stupendous for being in trouble  

 superb wow, right answers 

 gracefully able dancer 

 kingly great 

 celebrate laugh and have fun 

 consequence act like a leader 

 royal some time alone 

 privacy like the family of kings and 

queens 
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My Vocabulary Words 
Name _____________________________________    Date  _______________ 

Draw lines to match words. 
 cooperate too old for you 

 appropriate behave, like on the bus 

 inappropriate right for your age 

 patience not forget to do work 

 considerate think of others, be nice 

 responsible waiting nicely, like for food 

 respect use big words to show this 

 intelligence the way we treat each 

other 
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My Vocabulary Words 
Name _____________________________________    Date  _______________ 

Draw lines to match words. 
 cooperate too old for you 

 appropriate behave, like on the bus 

 inappropriate right for your age 

 patience not forget to do work 

 considerate think of others, be nice 

 responsible waiting nicely, like for food 

 respect use big words to show this 

 intelligence the way we treat each 

other 


